Triplet state formation after photoexcitation of low-bandgap polymer:fullerene blends has recently been demonstrated, however, the precise mechanism and its impact on solar cell performance is still under debate. Here, we study exciton dissociation, charge carrier generation and triplet state formation in low-bandgap polymer PBDTTT-C:PC 60 BM bulk heterojunction photovoltaic blends by a combination of fs-µs broadband Vis-NIR transient absorption (TA) pump-probe spectroscopy and multivariate curve resolution (MCR) data analysis. We found subps exciton dissociation and charge generation followed by sub-ns triplet state creation. The carrier dynamics and triplet state dynamics exhibited a very pronounced intensity dependence indicating non-geminate recombination of free carriers is the origin of triplet formation in these blends. Triplets were found to be the dominant state present on the nanosecond timescale. Surprisingly, the carrier population increased again on the ns-µs timescale. We attribute this to triplet-triplet annihilation and the formation of higher energy excited states that subsequently underwent charge transfer. This unique dip and recovery of the charge population is a clear indication that triplets are formed by non-geminate recombination, as such a kinetic is incompatible with a monomolecular triplet state formation process.
INTRODUCTION
Triplet state formation is a ubiquitous phenomenon in organic semiconductors and typically occurs as a consequence of intersystem crossing from the singlet excited state or via fission of high energy excitations. [1] [2] It plays a prominent role in the device physics of organic lightemitting diodes (OLEDs), in which recombination of injected charge carriers should theoretically lead to a fraction of 75 % triplet state formation according to spin statistics. Recently, increasing attention is being paid to triplet states in polymer:fullerene photovoltaic blends. [3] [4] [5] In the last year, several groups have reported triplet state formation in low-bandgap polymer:fullerene solar cells, but the precise mechanism behind the triplet state formation is currently debated. An understanding of whether triplets are formed due to geminate recombination of interfacial charge-transfer (CT) states created upon exciton dissociation or due to non-geminate recombination of spatially-separated charges (SSC) is still sought. It is important to know the exact nature of the triplet state formation mechanism because a geminate recombination mechanism would be an intensity-independent process and thus play a significant role even under solar illumination conditions (that is at lower carrier concentrations than transient absorption experiments). On the other hand, non-geminate recombination rates depend strongly on the charge carrier concentrations and therefore may be of more relevance after pulsed laser excitation, and less relevant for photovoltaic devices performance under standard illumination. In the past Westenhoff et al. studied all-polymer photovoltaic blends by transient absorption spectroscopy and reported triplet state formation as a consequence of recombination of interfacial charge-transfer states. 6 Di Nuzzo et al. investigated triplet state formation in PCPDTBT:PCBM blends and its dependence on film morphology by steady-state photoinduced absorption spectroscopy. The authors argued that processing of the blend in the presence of 4 solvent additives changes the blend morphology and energy landscape and thereby reduces triplet state formation as the triplet level becomes energetically less accessible in blends prepared with additives. 7 However, a recent transient absorption study on the same material system by Chow et al. presented contradictory evidence. They showed that in fact more triplets are created in the blend processed with solvent additives, and that this is a consequence of an increased yield of free charge carriers that create triplets through non-geminate recombination. 5 Similarly, Rao et al. showed that triplet formation in PCPDTBT:PCBM blends is depending on the excitation density and concluded that triplet states are populated via bimolecular recombination events. 3 Very recently, Dimitrov et al. reported polaron pair-mediated triplet state formation caused by recombination of interfacial states created upon singlet exciton dissociation in a fluorinated lowbandgap polymer:fullerene blend. 4 Furthermore, triplet state formation via non-geminate recombination of free charges has very recently been identified as a loss channel in PTB7:PC 60 BM solar cells. 8 Interestingly, the triplet state population could be suppressed by addition of a ½ spin-radical, namely galvinoxyl, in turn leading to a significant improvement of the device photocurrent. In our own work we very recently compared triplet state formation in the silicon-substituted analogue of PCPDTBT, namely PSBTBT, and showed that triplet states are created on a sub-ns timescale in PCPDTBT:PCBM supporting the findings of Chow et al. We
found that triplets were also created in PSBTBT:PCBM, however, to a much lesser extent than in the PCPDTBT:PCBM which indicated a suppressed rate of non-geminate recombination contributes to PSBTBT:PCBM's higher photovoltaic efficiency. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 Scheme 1. Chemical structures of the material system investigated in the present study, namely the low-bandgap donor polymer PBDTTT-C and the electron acceptor PC 60 BM.
In the present study we investigated the excited state dynamics, specifically the charge recombination and triplet state formation, following pulsed laser excitation of another widely used prototypic low-bandgap polymer:fullerene blend, namely PBDTTT-C:PC 60 BM (see 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58 peaks at 1120 nm, but rapidly undergoes a spectral evolution on the sub-ns timescale. In fact, a progressive red-shift of the maximum of the TA signal with time was observed until at about 1 ns the photoinduced absorption peaked at 1190 nm. Interestingly, we also observed an isosbestic point at 1135 nm indicating that we witnessed a transition between two components without any significant loss of the total excited state population by recombination of the excited states to the ground state. In conjunction with the red-shift of the photoinduced absorption we also observed an increase in the total signal amplitude indicating that the product created on the sub-ns timescale, hereafter referred to as component 2, has a larger excited state absorption cross section than component 1, that is the product of exciton dissociation obtained on the ps timescale. In order to gain more detailed insight into the nature of the components we performed multivariate curve resolution analysis on the experimentally-measured TA data, a soft-modelling data analysis technique previously introduced by Jaumot et al. 19 We have recently reviewed this technique and its usefulness for the analysis of TA data and we have previously applied it for TA Page 8 of 24
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The Journal of Physical Chemistry   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 data analysis of different photovoltaic systems, for instance polymer:perylene diimide (PDI) blends, small molecule donor:PDI acceptor systems and low-bandgap polymer:fullerene blends. However, the precise nature of the excited states is a priori unknown and thus we performed control experiments to identify the two components. In fact, component 1, which is already present at 1 ps after photoexcitation when polymer exciton dissociation is completed and which peaks at 1120 nm could be assigned to charges, as the peak position of the component-associated spectrum matches very closely that of the charge-induced absorption (PA Charge ) obtained on an iodine-oxidized polymer film (see SI) and also previously reported for the same polymer but blended with PDI as acceptor instead of fullerene (see Figure 1 ). 21 We note that this component spectrum is also similar in shape and position as the charge-induced absorption spectrum reported earlier by Guo et al. for the structurally-related polymer PTB1 when blended with PCBM. 13 The spectrum of component 2 was found to be virtually the same as the triplet-induced 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 Furthermore, we note that, although most of the initially-created charges had recombined by 1 ns, the decay dynamics on the ns-µs timescale were still intensity-dependent indicating, as we will discuss later, that triplet-triplet annihilation is a major recombination mechanism for triplets at these fluences. Nevertheless, we still obtained a reasonable photovoltaic performance (see SI) from the PBDTTT-C:PC 60 BM blends, which 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 observed that the triplet decay dynamics are only weakly intensity-dependent as shown in Figure   2 d) and exhibit a rather complex decay pattern, which can neither be described by an exponential decay nor a power law indicating that several parallel processes determine the triplet decay including the recombination of triplets to the ground state, as well as triplet-triplet and perhaps triplet-charge annihilation. In fact, the observed triplet state decay dynamics are similar to those observed in the porphyrin-doped polymer film at high excitation densities, that is, under conditions which lead to a significant population of polymer triplet states and thus cause triplettriplet annihilation to be the main decay channel of the triplet state population.
Surprisingly, we also observed a pronounced rise of the charge-induced absorption up to ~200 ns (see figure 2 d) , which is the time scale on which the main part of the triplet population decays.
This is rather unexpected and indicates that a substantial fraction of the triplet population indeed underwent triplet-triplet annihilation, thereby created higher energy triplet and singlet excitons, 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 14 which in turn had sufficient energy to undergo charge separation and led to a delayed (re)generation of charge carriers in the polymer. As these regenerated charges create a charge density that is much lower than the original charge density immediately after optical excitation, the regenerated charges live much longer and are not immediately lost to non-geminate recombination. This longer lifetime of the regenerated charges allows them to be clearly observed. The triplet-triplet annihilation is supported by the fast decay of the triplet states observed in the polymer:fullerene blend which is similar to the high excitation conditions in the triplet sensitizer-doped film as outlined above. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57 58 59 60 Figure 3 shows a combined contour plot of the ps-µs experimental TA data and the corresponding charge-induced and triplet-induced absorption spectra and dynamics as obtained by MCR analysis of the ps-ns TA data and ns-µs TA data. Clearly, the charge carrier concentration is minimal at around 1 ns after excitation. This depletion of the pool of charge carriers in conjunction with the isosbestic point observed in the ps-ns TA data points to a very high triplet state yield, likely close to being quantitative under the experimental conditions. Furthermore, the combination of the TA data across the entire ps-µs timerange allows us to estimate that the charge carrier regeneration on the ns-µs timescale leads to not more than a quarter of the initial carrier population that was initially present after photoexcitation. In principle, if all processes, that is non-geminate recombination, triplet formation, triplet-triplet annihilation and carrier regeneration were quantitative, the delayed carrier population could reach about half of the initial value as the recreation of one charge carrier requires the annihilation of two triplet states. Taking into account the close to quantitative triplet state formation process on the ns timescale, this observation, precisely that only about a quarter of the initial carrier population is regenerated, points to the presence of additional loss channels, which likely occur during the triplet-triplet annihilation and charge carrier recreation process. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 Multi-variate curve resolution. MCR analysis is a soft-modelling approach used to factor experimentally measured TA data surfaces into their component spectra and respective concentration profiles applying certain physical constraints such as non-negativity of excited state concentrations or non-positivity of spectra. The MCR analysis and application to TA data has recently been reported and reviewed by us in a separate publication.
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